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KEY TAKEAWAYS

1. Health spending is the key driver of rising federal deficits and debt, and 
delaying reforms will necessitate a combination of massive tax increases 
and large, painful benefit cuts.

2. Sensible reforms, many of which both parties have already supported, 
would focus on maximizing health care value.

3. Significant savings can be accomplished without cuts to benefits or major 
restructuring of programs, contrary to common concerns.

4. States have unprecedented cash on hand and should bear a greater 
responsibility for Medicaid costs. One such reform, eliminating the 
provider tax scheme, was strongly endorsed by President Biden in 2011 
when he was vice president.

https://paragoninstitute.org
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FEDERAL HEALTH SPENDING IS ON AN 
UNSUSTAINABLE TRAJECTORY

Federal debt now tops $31 trillion.1 As a percentage of the economy, federal debt is the 
highest since World War II. Annual deficits, projected at $1.4 trillion this year, are expected to 
reach nearly $3 trillion in the next decade.2 Higher federal spending, deficits, and debt have 
contributed to the 40-year-high inflation and rising interest rates Americans are now 
experiencing.3

The problem is worsening as the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) expects cumulative 
federal deficits to exceed $20 trillion over the next decade,4 up more than $4 trillion from its 
estimate just nine months prior.5 CBO’s rising deficit projections result from new federal 
spending and higher interest rates, which makes past debt more expensive. But the biggest 
driver of the U.S. structural fiscal imbalance is spending on mandatory health programs, 
including Medicare, Medicaid, and subsidies under the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Within 30 
years, these programs will grow from about a quarter of non-interest federal spending to 
about 40 percent, and from 6 percent to 9 percent of the economy.6

Even a country as wealthy as the United States will eventually face severe consequences if 
federal debt continues to escalate as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP). 
Persistently high federal deficits will increase interest payments for past borrowing and in 
turn make it harder to sustain the country’s debt load. CBO projects that net interest spending 
will be $640 billion in fiscal year (FY) 2023.7 According to CBO, net interest payments would 
exceed $1.4 trillion in FY 2033 assuming that inflation remains low by historical standards and 

1 The public share of debt in 2022 was roughly $24 trillion. The difference is largely that this amount excludes intragovernmental debt, 
such as money the U.S. Treasury owes to federal trust funds.

2	 Congressional	Budget	Office	(CBO),	The Budget and Economic Outlook 2023 to 2033, February 2023, https://www.cbo.gov/system/
files/2023-02/58848-Outlook.pdf. 

3 Francesco Bianchi and Leonardo Melosi, Inflation as a Fiscal Limit, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, August 19, 2022, https://www.
kansascityfed.org/Jackson%20Hole/documents/9037/JH_Paper_Bianchi.pdf.

4 CBO, The Budget and Economic Outlook 2023 to 2033.

5	 CBO,	The Budget and Economic Outlook 2022 to 2032. 

6 Paul Winfree, “The Contributions of Federal Health Programs to U.S Fiscal Challenges and the Need for Reform,” Paragon Health 
Institute,	January	2023,	pp.	5	and	10,	https://paragoninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/20230109_Winfree_FiscalSustainabilityof
HealthPrograms_FINAL_202301210302.pdf.

7 CBO, The Budget and Economic Outlook: 2023 to 2033, https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2023-02/58848-Handout-By-the-Numbers.pdf.

https://paragoninstitute.org
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average interest rates on 10-year notes are below 4 percent.8 If CBO’s assumptions prove too 
optimistic, the burden of debt could be much greater. 

In a February 2023 Paragon paper, budget expert Paul Winfree wrote that the government 
could exhaust its capacity to take on additional debt as soon as 2045 and that the “only way to 
shift course is to make meaningful reductions in federal health spending … within the next 
decade.”9 Winfree estimates that policymakers need to reduce federal health spending by 
roughly $1.6 trillion, relative to baseline, over the next decade to put it on a sustainable 
trajectory and avoid massive fiscal pain—large tax increases and benefit reductions—in the 
future. The reforms presented in this paper would collectively save more than that amount. 
Passage of such reforms would demonstrate that policymakers prioritize the future prosperity 
of the country.

The unsustainability of federal health programs has been known for some time. During a 
White House health care summit in February 2010, then-President Obama remarked:

We’ve got some people who’ve been working a very long time on figuring out how can we 
control the huge expansion of entitlements. Almost all of the long-term deficit and debt 
that we face relates to the exploding costs of Medicare and Medicaid. Almost all of it. That 

8	 CBO,	The Budget and Economic Outlook: 2023 to 2033.

9 Winfree, “The Contributions of Federal Health Programs to U.S. Fiscal Challenges and the Need for Reform,” p. 13.

Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury, “Federal Debt Held by the Public (FYGFDPUN),” retrieved March 6, 2023, 
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/FYGFDPUN.

Figure 1: Federal Debt Held by the Public 
(Percentage of GDP)

https://paragoninstitute.org
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is the single biggest driver of our federal deficit. And if we don’t get control over that we 
can’t get control over our federal budget.10

In the 13 years since those remarks, the problem has only worsened, particularly given the 
aging of the population and the decline in the number of workers supporting program 
beneficiaries. Simple mathematical realities indicate that delaying reforms will necessitate 
large benefit cuts or massive tax increases in the future.11 Alternatively, timely action would 
allow for more gradual reforms that do not disrupt benefits.

In this paper, we present options to reduce federal health spending primarily through reforms 
to Medicaid and Medicare. While there is much to improve in these programs, the proposals in 
this paper do not necessitate sweeping restructuring of them. Many of the proposals have a 
history of bipartisan support and have been proposed by CBO or the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) numerous times.12 Furthermore, many reforms that reduce federal health 
spending can directly benefit Americans by reducing out-of-pocket costs.13 Every proposal in 
this paper has been estimated to individually save the federal government at least $10 billion 
over 10 years. In total, we present 12 proposals that would total $2.1 trillion in potential savings 
over a decade. The estimated savings would be hundreds of billions of dollars greater if they 
included reduced interest payments from lower spending and if CBO updated its calculations 
of older proposals.14

MEDICAID

The federal government provides an open-ended reimbursement of state Medicaid 
expenditures, which means that states receive more federal money when they spend more on 
Medicaid. The reimbursement rate for traditional Medicaid populations (i.e., low-income 
seniors, individuals with disabilities, children, and pregnant women) varies by state per capita 
income. Wealthier states typically receive a 50 percent reimbursement (the federal floor), and 

10 “Transcript: White House Health Summit, Morning Session,” Kaiser Health News,	February	25,	2010,	https://khn.org/news/
health-care-reform-transcript/.

11 Brian Riedl, “Biden’s Promises on Social Security and Medicare Have No Basis in Reality,” New York Times, February 21, 2023, https://www.
nytimes.com/2023/02/21/opinion/biden-social-security-medicare.html.

12 In this paper, we focus on citing the most recent year for which there is an available savings estimate. OMB proposals are those that were 
featured	in	the	president’s	budget,	which	is	proposed	for	the	fiscal	year	following	the	year	that	it	was	published	(i.e.,	the	2021	budget	was	
released in early 2020). Both OMB and CBO provide their own estimates for these budget proposals. However, for consistency between 
the OMB and CBO proposals, we cite the CBO scores.

13	 For	example,	Medicare	Part	B	premiums	are	set	annually	based	on	a	calculation	of	program	costs,	and	Medicare	charges	beneficiaries	20	
percent coinsurance for most Part B services. Therefore, spending decreases or changes in payment rates can directly translate to 
savings	for	beneficiaries.	

14 CBO generally does not estimate the extent to which individual policies would reduce interest payments on the federal debt but, as an 
example,	noted	that	reducing	outlays	or	increasing	revenues	in	2024	by	$50	billion	would	reduce	interest	outlays	by	approximately	$13	
billion between 2024 and 2032. See CBO, Options for Reducing the Deficit, 2023 to 2032, Volume I: Larger Reductions, December 2022, p. 6, 
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2022-12/58164-budget-options-large-effects.pdf. 

https://paragoninstitute.org
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the poorest states receive about a 75 percent reimbursement. The federal reimbursement 
percentage is referred to as the federal medical assistance percentage (FMAP). The ACA 
expanded Medicaid to able-bodied, working-age adults, with a much higher reimbursement 
rate (90 percent) for these enrollees in states that adopted the expansion.

This open-ended federal reimbursement has produced explosive Medicaid growth, with 
federal Medicaid spending up from $35.5 billion in 1989 to $592 billion in 2022.15 The lack of 
clear accountability between states and Washington has also led to an extremely high 
improper payment rate, which has exceeded 20 percent of federal program spending, even 
with incomplete audits.16 The open-ended reimbursement also gives states an incentive to 
create artificial expenditures—which the federal government permits within certain limits—
to obtain federal funds without actually putting up state dollars.17

To meaningfully improve fiscal responsibility in Medicaid, restore the integrity of the federal-
state relationship, and better ensure value from the spending, this open-ended 
reimbursement structure needs to be replaced. Such a change would be major reform and 
would take time to properly develop. As a start, however, Congress could take several 
meaningful steps to reduce wasteful Medicaid spending and better align state incentives to 
improve the value of their programs. 

Now is an ideal time to consider such reforms because of the combination of large and 
growing federal deficits with large state surpluses and reserves.18The U.S. Census Bureau 
reports that states had $6.6 trillion in cash and security holdings in 2021, up 20 percent from 
the previous year.19 Federal COVID policy, which delivered hundreds of billions of dollars to 
states in direct support and higher Medicaid payments as well as unprecedented income 
support for Americans and American businesses, has contributed to states’ strong fiscal 
situation. From this position, states have generally pursued inflationary fiscal policy over the 

15	 Helen	Lazenby	and	Suzanne	Letsch,	“National	Health	Expenditures,	1989,”	Health Care Financing Review, 1990, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/pmc/articles/PMC4193104/; CBO, The Budget and Economic Outlook 2023 to 2033.

16 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), Payment Error Rate Measurement 
(PERM) Program Medicaid Improper Payment Rates, November 2021, https://edit.cms.gov/files/document/2021-perm-medicaid-improper-
payment-rates.pdf.

17 Brian Blase, “Medicaid Provider Taxes: The Gimmick That Exposes Flaws with Medicaid’s Financing,” Mercatus Center, February 16, 2016, 
https://www.mercatus.org/research/research-papers/medicaid-provider-taxes-gimmick-exposes-flaws-medicaids-financing. 

18	 Justin	Theal	and	Joe	Fleming,	“Budget	Surpluses	Push	States’	Financial	Reserves	to	All-Time	Highs,”	The	Pew	Charitable	Trusts,	May	10,	
2022, https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/articles/2022/05/10/
budget-surpluses-push-states-financial-reserves-to-all-time-highs.

19 Cash and security holdings refers to cash, deposits, and governmental or private securities such as bonds, notes, mortgages, or corporate 
stocks.	This	does	not	include	holdings	of	agency	and	private	trust	funds,	interfund	loans,	receivables,	and	the	value	of	fixed	assets	such	
as real property. See U.S. Census Bureau, “Glossary,” https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/state/about/glossary.html; and Deirdre 
Baker and Justin Keller, Annual Survey of State Government Finances Summary: 2021, U.S. Census Bureau, January 2023, https://www.
census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2021/econ/g21-asfin.pdf. 

https://paragoninstitute.org
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past few years, enacting tax cuts and increasing spending, including continued direct 
cash payments.20

Eliminate Medicaid Provider Tax Safe Harbor
Medicaid provider taxes are the only tax that the ones paying it, which are most often 
hospitals or nursing homes, lobby the state government to assess on them. The reason: it’s not 
a real tax; it’s more a legalized kickback. States and providers have agreements in which the 
state uses the tax revenue obtained from the provider to pay those same providers through 
higher Medicaid payments. In the process, the state obtains federal reimbursement for those 
expenditures. The state then uses a portion of that reimbursement to increase payments to 
those providers. Thus, the state and the providers receive a windfall at the expense of 
federal taxpayers.

From 1989 to 1993, there was a surge in provider tax use, and federal Medicaid spending 
increased by an average of 20 percent annually.21 Congress responded by requiring that 
provider taxes be charged at uniform rates on all providers of the same type.22 Congress also 
prohibited states from establishing hold-harmless arrangements to compensate for taxes on 

20 Steven Malanga, “Biden’s American Rescue Plan Act Bucks Are Just a Huge Waste,” New York Post, December 12, 2022, https://www.
manhattan-institute.org/bidens-american-rescue-plan-act-bucks-are-just-a-huge-waste. 

21 CBO, Limit States’ Taxes on Health Care Providers.

22 CBO, Limit States’ Taxes on Health Care Providers.

Sources: CBO, Limit States’ Taxes on Health Care Providers, December 9, 2020, https://www.cbo.gov/budget-options/56826; 
CBO, Reduce Federal Medicaid Matching Rates, December 7, 2020, https://www.cbo.gov/budget-options/58624; U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Fiscal Year 2021 Budget in Brief, February 10, 2020, p. 115, https://
www.hhs.gov/sites/default/fi les/fy-2021-budget-in-brief.pdf; CBO, Proposals Affecting Health Programs in Budget Function 550
—CBO’s Estimate of the President’s Fiscal Year 2021 Budget, March 25, 2020, p. 2, https://www.cbo.gov/system/fi les?fi 
le=2020-03/56243-2020-03-health-programs.pdf.

Table 1: Medicaid Proposals

Proposal
Savings 

(10 yr, billions) Source Score Year

1. Eliminate Medicaid Provider Tax Safe Harbor $526 CBO 2022

2. Remove the FMAP Floor $667 CBO 2022

3. Implement Community Engagement Requirements $121 OMB 2020

4. Reduce Federal Share of Medicaid 
Administrative Costs to 50 Percent $68 CBO 2022

Total $1,382 billion

https://paragoninstitute.org
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providers with increased Medicaid payments to those same providers.23 This action was 
supposed to limit the outright quid pro quos involved. However, there is a “safe harbor” 
exception that allows states to use hold-harmless arrangements so long as the tax does not 
exceed 6 percent of a provider’s net revenues from treating patients. In other words, so long 
as the tax rate does not exceed 6 percent, states can still funnel payments to politically 
favored providers through the provider tax financing scheme.

CBO estimates that eliminating the safe harbor threshold would save $526 billion over 10 
years. CBO also analyzed reducing the safe harbor threshold to 5 percent and 2.5 percent, 
projecting respective budgetary savings of $41 billion and $209 billion.24 Importantly, states 
could still have provider taxes, but states would not be able to establish schemes that protect 
and enrich certain providers with higher Medicaid spending raised through the tax.

CBO estimates budget savings because it assumes that states would replace only about half 
of the lost revenues with real state Medicaid contributions. In essence, states would 
determine that a part of their current Medicaid spending was not providing value relative to 
other priorities when the full cost could not be passed on to the federal government. Federal 
savings would be smaller from provider tax reform if states replace more of the revenue from 
the provider tax scheme and lower if states replace less of the revenue.

In the past, bipartisan leaders at the highest levels of government have supported provider tax 
reform. During the budget deficit talks in 2011, then-House Majority Leader Eric Cantor raised 
the issue of provider taxes, and then-Vice President Biden agreed that eliminating them was 
sound policy. Cantor led the Republican negotiators, and Biden led the Democratic 
negotiators. Here is an excerpt from Bob Woodward’s The Price of Politics that begins with 
Cantor raising the issue:

“What about the Medicaid provider tax?”

It’s a scam, Biden agreed. The states were gaming the system, taxing doctors and 
hospitals so they could get federal reimbursements and then returning the money to the 
providers. Let’s call it like it is, and let’s just do this. For a moment, Biden sounded like a 
Republican. It could save $40 billion. “If we can’t do this—” the vice president said, 
“come on!” …

23 Baker and Keller, Annual Survey.

24 CBO, Limit States’ Taxes on Health Care Providers.

https://paragoninstitute.org
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We’re going to do lots of hard things, Biden said. … We might as well do this, he said. The 
administration would adopt the Republican view on this.25

Remove the FMAP Floor
Although the FMAP structure appears to favor poorer states over wealthier states, the reality 
is that wealthier states tend to receive far more federal Medicaid funding than poorer states 
because wealthier states have had the fiscal capacity to grow larger programs. For example, 
in 2019, New York (state per capita income: $67,366) received $17,145 in federal Medicaid 
funding per person in poverty, while Alabama (state per capita income: $43,288) received 
$6,148 in federal Medicaid funding per person in poverty. Congress has further advantaged 
wealthy states by creating an FMAP floor of 50 percent for traditional enrollees, which 
guarantees them a relatively high level of funding—proportionately more than they would 
have received were their FMAPs, like those of poorer states, based strictly on per capita 
income. Removing this floor has been a part of Medicaid reform discussions for more 
than a decade.26

According to CBO, removing the floor would affect 13 states and would save $667 billion over 
a decade. CBO anticipates that these savings would not come from states’ limitations on 
eligibility but instead through other changes that lower state spending, such as reducing the 
number of optional medical services.27

Implement Community Engagement Requirements
The expansion of Medicaid over the past decade has shifted the program from its traditional 
focus on the neediest Americans. The Trump administration’s FY 2021 budget proposed 
requiring this subset of able-bodied, working-age Medicaid enrollees to engage in 
employment, training, or community service in order to be enrolled in the program. This would 
better focus Medicaid on those whom the program was intended to serve as well as improve 
communities and bring Medicaid into alignment with other federal public assistance 
programs that have similar requirements. CBO estimates that this budget proposal would 
save roughly $121 billion.28

25 Bob Woodward, The Price of Politics	(New	York,	NY:	Simon	&	Schuster,	,	2012),	pp.	140-41.	

26 Thomas W. Grannemann and Mark V. Pauly, Medicaid Everyone Can Count On (Washington, DC: American Enterprise Institute, 2010), 
https://www.aei.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Medicaid-Everyone-Can-Count-On.pdf. 

27 CBO, Reduce Federal Medicaid Matching Rates.

28 CBO, Proposals Affecting Health Programs in Budget Function 550—CBO’s Estimate of the President’s FY 2021 Budget, p. 2.

https://paragoninstitute.org
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Reduce Federal Share of Medicaid Administrative Costs 
to 50 Percent
The federal government’s share of administrative expenses varies by category of costs. It 
covers half of general administrative expenses, but for other expenses it can range from 70 
percent to 100 percent. Combining all these categories, the overall average federal share of 
administrative expenses was 62 percent in 2021, according to CBO.29 This amounts to $20 
billion, or about 4 percent of total federal Medicaid spending.

CBO estimates $68 billion in federal savings from moving the federal share of administrative 
spending to 50 percent for all categories.30 Such a change would likely reduce some 
administrative complexities and limit state gaming to move administrative expenses to areas 
that receive higher reimbursement. Given the large federal budget deficits and large state 
surpluses, such a change would be commonsense governing.

MEDICARE

Medicare is the single largest federal health program in terms of spending. As such, its 
payment rules have a significant impact on the health care system as a whole. Critics of 
entitlement reform often claim that savings would come at the expense of seniors, but there is 
a great deal of inefficient spending in the program that should be reduced and would not 
harm access to services. For example, provider payments are a major component of Medicare 
spending, and higher inpatient and outpatient costs in particular drive higher U.S. spending 
relative to other countries.31

A key issue is ensuring that Medicare savings actually improve the program’s finances. Twice 
in the past 13 years Congress has significantly reduced Medicare spending relative to 
baseline. The ACA reduced Medicare Advantage (MA) payments. The Inflation Reduction Act 
(IRA) allowed the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to reduce what Medicare 
pays for prescription drugs. However, spending reductions in both cases were not used to 
shore up Medicare’s finances but for other priorities.

29 CBO, Reduce Federal Medicaid Matching Rates.

30 CBO, Reduce Federal Medicaid Matching Rates.

31 “The Cost of Inpatient and Outpatient Care Drives High Health Spending in the U.S. Relative to Other Countries, New Analysis Finds,” 
Kaiser Family Foundation, October 1, 2020, https://www.kff.org/health-costs/press-release/
the-cost-of-inpatient-and-outpatient-care-drives-high-health-spending-in-the-u-s-relative-to-other-countries-new-analysis-finds/.

https://paragoninstitute.org
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One benefit of certain Medicare payment reforms is that federal savings often result in lower 
premiums and cost-sharing for Part B beneficiaries. Lower spending in traditional Medicare 
also leads to savings in the MA program due to benchmark calculations.32

Modernized Program Design
In traditional fee-for-service (FFS) Medicare, beneficiaries pay monthly Part B premiums and 
separate deductibles for Part A and Part B (hospital and medical insurance benefits, 
respectively), as well as other cost-sharing requirements.

The vast majority of FFS enrollees have supplemental coverage to reduce these expenses, 
with relatively wealthier enrollees purchasing Medigap plans that charge monthly premiums 
roughly equal to those of Part B premiums.33 Supplemental coverage essentially eliminates 
cost-conscious behavior, generally by making care “free” at the point of service, and thus 
increasing total Medicare spending by 22 percent to 27 percent.34 MA plans reduce 
beneficiary cost-sharing to attract enrollees as well. However, unlike Medigap plans, MA plans 
must deliver a full package of Part A, Part B, and sometimes other benefits, meaning that they 
must bear the total cost of covering benefits in addition to any cost-sharing reductions they 
choose to provide. Supplemental Medigap plans do not cover core Medicare benefits, so their 
coverage of cost-sharing changes beneficiary behavior by encouraging them to consume 
more services due to lower cost-sharing, without the Medigap plans bearing the resulting 
additional costs that they indirectly encourage.

32 MA payment is centered around private plans bidding relative to a federal benchmark. CMS sets this benchmark based on average county 
fee-for-service	spending	per	beneficiary.	Therefore,	lower	spending	would	decrease	this	bidding	target.	Paragon	is	in	the	process	of	
separately evaluating MA reform proposals in greater depth.

33	 Juliette	Cubanski,	Wyatt	Koma,	and	Tricia	Neuman,	“A	Snapshot	of	Sources	of	Coverage	Among	Medicare	Beneficiaries	in	2018,”	Kaiser	
Family Foundation, March 23, 2021, https://www.kff.org/medicare/
issue-brief/a-snapshot-of-sources-of-coverage-among-medicare-beneficiaries-in-2018/.

34	 Chris	Pope,	“Enhancing	Medicare	Advantage,”	Manhattan	Institute,	February	28,	2019,	https://www.manhattan-institute.org/
medicare-advantage-better-than-traditional-medicare.

Source: CBO, Change the Cost-Sharing Rules for Medicare and Restrict Medigap Insurance, December 7, 2022, 
https://www.cbo.gov/budget-options/58647.

Table 2: Medicare Program Design Proposal

Proposal
Savings 

(10 yr, billions) Source Score Year

5. Restrict fi rst-dollar coverage by Medigap plans $100 CBO 2022

Total $100 billion
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Proposal 5 would restrict Medigap plans from covering cost-sharing up to a certain point and 
limit additional coverage at 50 percent up to a second threshold, with specific thresholds 
indexed to FFS spending growth per enrollee. Reforming Medigap plan coverage would make 
beneficiaries less likely to purchase it, redirecting their spending from Medigap premiums to 
ordinary FFS cost-sharing. Such changes to Medigap plans could be structured to exempt 
current beneficiaries or near-retirees in order to minimize disruption, but this proposal would 
not reduce Medicare benefits or change the program’s eligibility standards. Both parties have 
supported this proposal in other forms in the past. The Obama administration’s 2016 budget 
recommended a surcharge for new beneficiaries who purchase certain Medigap plans, while 
restrictions on Medigap coverage of cost-sharing were also proposed by Senators Joe 
Lieberman and Tom Coburn and, more recently, by the Republican Study Committee.35

Site Neutrality
Medicare establishes different payment systems based on the facility where care is delivered. 
For example, payment for clinic visits in physician offices averages 60 percent less than in 
hospital outpatient departments (HOPDs).36 The purported justification for this differential is 
that hospitals tend to have higher expenses and treat sicker patients. However, this gap 
creates perverse incentives to deliver identical services in costlier settings—leading to more 
out-of-pocket expenses for seniors as well. Hospitals often acquire independent physician 
practices and convert them into off-campus HOPDs to obtain higher payments.

“Site neutral” reimbursement eliminates these incentives by paying the same amount for a 
procedure regardless of where it is performed. Aligning payment policies can also reduce 
what seniors pay for these services. Medicare has made some progress in adopting site-
neutral payments. In 2018, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) finalized a 
rule to pay for clinic visits in off-campus HOPDs at physician-equivalent rates, as these visits 
can be performed in physician offices just as well.37

Proposal 6 would apply physician rates to clinic visits and other common services in 
on-campus HOPDs, which CBO estimated would save about $102 billion.38 Proposal 7 would 
remove exemptions under the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, which requires Medicare to pay 

35 HHS, Fiscal Year 2016 Budget in Brief,	February	2,	2015,	p.	71,	https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/budget/fy2016/fy-2016-budget-in-
brief.pdf;	“Senators	Lieberman	and	Coburn	Release	Medicare	Proposal,”	Committee	for	a	Responsible	Federal	Budget,	June	28,	2011,	
https://www.crfb.org/blogs/senators-lieberman-and-coburn-release-medicare-proposal; and “RSC Blueprint to Save America: Fiscal Year 
2023 Budget,” Republican Study Committee, June 2022, p. 71, https://banks.house.gov/uploadedfiles/rsc_2023_budget_final_version.pdf. 

36 CMS, “Fact Sheet CY 2023 Medicare Hospital Outpatient Prospective Payment System and Ambulatory Surgical Center Payment System 
Final	Rule	with	Comment	Period	(CMS	1772-FC),”	November	1,	2022,	https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/fact-sheets/
cy-2023-medicare-hospital-outpatient-prospective-payment-system-and-ambulatory-surgical-center-2.

37 CMS, “Fact Sheet CMS Finalizes Medicare Hospital Outpatient Prospective Payment System and Ambulatory Surgical Center Payment 
System	Changes	for	2019	(CMS-1695-FC),”	November	2,	2018,	https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/fact-sheets/
cms-finalizes-medicare-hospital-outpatient-prospective-payment-system-and-ambulatory-surgical-center.

38 CBO, Proposals Affecting Medicare, p. 3.
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off-campus HOPDs at physician rates unless they were operating or under construction 
before it was enacted. CBO estimated these savings at $39 billion.39

Because Medicare hospital outpatients usually pay 20 percent coinsurance, these reforms 
would reduce cost-sharing by billions of dollars as well—meaningful savings for many 
Medicare beneficiaries. The Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget estimated that 
these hospital reforms (as well as extending site-neutral payments to procedures performed 
in ambulatory surgical centers) would save the federal government up to $279 billion and 
save Medicare beneficiaries $137 billion.40

Both the 2016 Obama and 2021 Trump budgets proposed similar reforms to off-campus 
hospitals.41 Both administrations also supported expanding site neutrality for post-acute care, 
which Medicare covers following hospital discharge.42 For years, organizations such as the 
Medicare Payment Advisory Commission presented data suggesting that Medicare overpays 
post-acute care facilities.43 The IMPACT Act of 2014 required CMS to provide 
recommendations for consolidating post-acute care reimbursement into a single payment 
system based on beneficiary health status rather than facility type.44

39 CBO, Proposals Affecting Medicare, p. 3.

40	 “Equalizing	Medicare	Payments	Regardless	of	Site-of-Care,”	Committee	for	a	Responsible	Federal	Budget,	February	23,	2021,	https://
www.crfb.org/papers/equalizing-medicare-payments-regardless-site-care.

41 HHS, FY 2016 Budget in Brief,	p.	65;	HHS,	FY 2021 Budget in Brief,	p.	83.

42	 Post-acute	care	facilities	in	Medicare	include	home	health	agencies,	inpatient	rehabilitation	facilities,	long-term	care	hospitals,	and	skilled	
nursing facilities. 

43 Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, Report to Congress: Medicare Payment Policy, March 2022, https://www.medpac.gov/
wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Mar22_MedPAC_ReportToCongress_v3_SEC.pdf.

44	 Benjamin	Silver	et	al.,	Report to Congress: Unified Payment for Medicare-Covered Post-Acute Care, CMS, July 2022, https://www.cms.gov/
files/document/unified-pac-report-congress.pdf.

Source: HHS, FY 2021 Budget in Brief, pp. 82-83; CBO, Proposals Affecting Medicare—CBO’s Estimate of the President’s 
Fiscal Year 2021 Budget, March 25, 2020, p. 3, https://www.cbo.gov/system/fi les/2020-03/56245-2020-03-medicare.pdf.

Table 3: Medicare Site Neutrality Proposals

Proposal
Savings 

(10 yr, billions) Source Score Year

6. Implement Site Neutral Payments for Certain 
On-Campus Hospital Services $102 OMB 2020

7. Eliminate Exceptions for Off-Campus Hospital Site Neutrality $39 OMB 2020

8. Establish Unifi ed Post-Acute Care Payment System $79 OMB 2020

Total $220 billion
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Proposal 8 slows the rate of post-acute care payment increases over several years before 
enacting this unified payment system. This would allow the new payment system to set a 
more appropriate baseline, because establishing a unified payment system in a budget-
neutral manner would not address historical overpayments. In aggregate, CBO estimated this 
would save about $79 billion.45 The Obama administration’s 2017 budget proposed a similar 
approach by adjusting post-acute care payment updates and bundling payments for post-
acute care services such that they factor in patient characteristics and lower 
overall payments.46

These site neutrality proposals would save the federal government $220 billion and reduce 
patient expenses by simply ensuring that site-of-service decisions are based not on financial 
incentives but on clinical needs.  

Provider Payments
While site neutrality would reduce some excess costs in Medicare, other targeted policies 
could also have a positive impact. Medicare, unlike private insurers, currently reimburses 
health care providers for uncompensated care they provide. Uncompensated care consists of 
“bad debt” (where hospitals anticipate but do not actually collect payment) and financial 
assistance (i.e., charity care, where hospitals do not anticipate payment). Hospitals that treat a 
disproportionate share of low-income individuals receive payments based on their share of 
uncompensated care, which means that Medicare reimburses hospitals for costs that occur 
outside of the program. These payments do not account for payments these hospitals get 
from Medicaid.47 Medicare also pays all health care providers 65 percent of bad debt from its 
beneficiaries, including unpaid costs that state Medicaid programs would usually cover. 
According to an HHS inspector general’s report, providers sometimes fail to meet federal 
collection requirements before claiming these bad debt payments.48

Proposal 9 would move uncompensated care funding outside of Medicare, index it to inflation, 
and distribute it based on hospitals’ share of charity care and non-Medicare bad debt. 
Proposal 10 eliminates Medicare reimbursement of bad debt. CBO estimates these budget 
proposals as saving $88 and $74 billion, respectively.49 Proposals to reduce Medicare 
coverage of bad debt also appeared in the 2017 and 2021 budgets under Presidents Obama 

45 CBO, Proposals Affecting Medicare, p. 3.

46 HHS, FY 2017 Budget in Brief,	February	9,	2016,	pp.	68	and	70,	https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/fy2017-budget-in-brief.pdf.

47	 U.S.	Government	Accountability	Office,	Uncompensated Care: Federal Action Needed to Better Align Payments with Costs, June 2016, 2023, 
https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-16-568.pdf. 

48	 HHS,	Office	of	Inspector	General,	Providers Did Not Always Comply with Federal Requirements When Claiming Medicare Bad Debts, 
December 2022, https://oig.hhs.gov/oas/reports/region7/72002825.pdf.

49 CBO, Proposals Affecting Medicare, p. 3; CBO, Reduce Medicare’s Coverage of Bad Debt.
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and Trump and would reduce providers’ reliance on Medicare subsidies to compensate them 
for medical debt.50 

Proposal 11 would enact reforms to Medicare payment for drugs acquired under the 340B 
program. Section 340B of the Public Health Service Act allows hospitals to purchase 
outpatient drugs at a discounted rate (ranging from 25 percent to 50 percent by some 
estimates),51 but Part B pays for these drugs at the same rate as non-discounted drugs, paying 
about 58 percent more than the hospitals’ maximum acquisition costs for those drugs.52 
Section 340B hospitals are also not required to pass these savings along to consumers. CMS 
finalized a rule in 2017 reducing Medicare payment for 340B drugs from 106 percent to 77.5 
percent of average sales price, which it estimated would save $1.6 billion in total drug 
payments per year.53

Seniors would directly benefit from lower copays, savings which CMS originally estimated at 
$320 million annually.54 After litigation under the Trump and Biden administrations, the 

50 HHS, FY 2017 Budget in Brief, p. 71; HHS, FY 2021 Budget in Brief,	p.	83.

51 HHS, Health Resources and Services Administration, Justification of Estimates for Appropriations Committees, Fiscal Year 2023, p. 371, 
https://www.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/hrsa/about/budget/budget-justification-fy2023.pdf. 

52	 HHS,	Office	of	Inspector	General,	Part B Payments for 340B-Purchased Drugs,	November	2015,	p.	8,	https://oig.hhs.gov/oei/reports/
oei-12-14-00030.pdf.

53 CMS, “CMS Issues Hospital Outpatient Prospective Payment System and Ambulatory Surgical Center Payment System and Quality 
Reporting	Programs	Changes	for	2018	(CMS-1678-FC),”	November	1,	2017,	https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/fact-sheets/
cms-issues-hospital-outpatient-prospective-payment-system-and-ambulatory-surgical-center-payment.

54	 CMS,	“CMS	Finalizes	Policies	That	Lower	Out-of-Pocket	Drug	Costs	and	Increase	Access	to	High-Quality	Care,”	November	1,	2017,	https://
www.cms.gov/newsroom/press-releases/cms-finalizes-policies-lower-out-pocket-drug-costs-and-increase-access-high-quality-care.

Sources: HHS, FY 2021 Budget in Brief, p. 81; CBO, Proposals Affecting Medicare, p. 3; CBO, Reduce Medicare’s Coverage of Bad 
Debt. December 7, 2022, https://www.cbo.gov/budget-options/58648; CMS, Medicare Program: Hospital Outpatient 
Prospective Payment and Ambulatory Surgical Center Payment Systems and Quality Reporting Programs, November 13, 2017, 
https://www. govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2017-11-13/pdf/2017-23932.pdf.

Note: This estimate is based on the assumption that annual savings estimated in the fi nal rule would be uniform over 10 years.

Table 4: Other Medicare Provider Payment Proposals

Proposal
Savings 

(10 yr, billions) Source Score Year

9. Modify Medicare Payments to Hospitals 
for Uncompensated Care $88 OMB 2020

10. Eliminate Medicare’s Coverage of Bad Debt $74 CBO 2022

11. Reinstate 340B Payment Reforms* $13 CMS 2017

Total $175 billion
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Supreme Court blocked this rule in 2022, saying that CMS could not target cuts to 340B 
hospitals without conducting a survey of hospitals’ drug acquisition costs.55

Having Congress enact the 340B reforms in statute would overcome potential legal 
challenges and save beneficiaries billions over a decade. It would also enable Medicare to 
retain reduced spending as savings for the program rather than redistribute it elsewhere, as 
was to occur under the original regulation. Proposals 9 through 11 would result in Medicare 
savings of $175 billion, plus some out-of-pocket savings for beneficiaries, without 
cutting benefits.

OTHER SENSIBLE REFORMS

Proposal 12 would impact multiple programs. Mandatory programs (including Social Security) 
regularly update their spending using a cost-of-living adjustment based on the consumer 
price index (CPI), which measures the change in price over time for a selection of consumer 
goods and services. Proposal 12 would instead use chained CPI, which is a more accurate 
estimate of the actual impact of rising prices because it accounts for the fact that people 
change their spending patterns—substituting lower-price products for higher-price 
products—based on relative price changes.56 Chained CPI is currently used for indexing 
federal individual income tax brackets. Since 2001, chained CPI has grown about 0.25 
percentage points slower than traditional CPI on average. The Obama administration’s budget 
for FY 2014 (released under President Biden’s current chief of staff while he was President 
Obama’s budget director) endorsed this reform.57 CBO estimates that this policy, which would 
not change these programs’ benefit structures, would save $256 billion over a decade.58

Additionally, reforming the underlying congressional approach to fiscal policy can increase 
accountability and contribute to spending reductions. For example, the Statutory Pay-As-
You-Go Act of 2010 (“PAYGO”) already requires that increases in mandatory spending or 
reductions in federal revenues be offset via sequestration. Congress sometimes suspends 
these self-imposed rules for major pieces of legislation, lacking the discipline to pay for the 
cost of their legislation. However,  the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) did not include such 
a provision after adding significant new spending, so Congress instead kept these sequester 

55 American Hospital Association Et Al. v. Beccera, Secretary of Health and Human Services,	et	al.	(Supreme	Court	June	15,	2022),	https://www.
oyez.org/cases/2021/20-1114.

56 Rob McClelland, Differences Between the Traditional CPI and the Chained CPI, CBO, April 19, 2013, https://www.cbo.gov/publication/44088.

57 U.S. Senate Budget Committee, Testimony of Jeff Zients, Acting Director, Office of Management and Budget before Senate Committee on the 
Budget, April 11, 2013, https://www.budget.senate.gov/download/zients-testimony-april-2014. 

58 CBO, Use an Alternative Measure of Inflation to Index Social Security and Other Mandatory Programs.
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cuts from taking effect through numerous delays.59 OMB estimates that past Congresses 
have accumulated a PAYGO balance of about $2.4 trillion over the last 10 years.60 Given the 
current dire fiscal situation, Congress should pay for new spending.

In the 118th Congress, House Republicans replaced PAYGO with a “CUTGO” system in the 
chamber’s rules, as they did in 2011. This would require new mandatory spending to be offset 
with equal or greater decreases in mandatory spending elsewhere.61 Adopting such a system 
across both chambers of Congress would discourage lawmakers from offloading new, open-
ending spending programs onto taxpayers. Regardless of the differences between PAYGO 
and CUTGO, both parties have supported some form of automatic accountability to avoid 
increasing deficits.62 Congress should actually put those policies into practice.

Congress should also avoid making federal health commitments even more unsustainable. In 
the past two years, both legislative and executive actions have significantly expanded federal 
subsidies under the ACA. In 2021, Congress passed ARPA at the urging of the new Biden 
administration, which increased premium tax credits for plans purchased on ACA health 
insurance exchanges. Previously, those subsidies were available only to those with incomes 
between 100 and 400 percent of the federal poverty level, but Congress extended them to 
higher income households as well. The IRA expanded these temporary provisions to last 

59 Drew Keyes and Joe Albanese, “Health Care Policy in the Lame Duck,” Paragon Health Institute, November 16, 2022, p. 2, https://
paragoninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Lame-Duck-Policy-Brief-Formatted-FINAL.pdf; and Drew Keyes, Joe Albanese, and 
Brian Blase, “In Omnibus Bill, Health Lobbyists Win, We Lose,” National Review, December 21, 2022, https://www.nationalreview.
com/2022/12/in-omnibus-bill-health-lobbyists-win-we-lose/.

60 White House, Statutory Estimates of Pay-As-You-Go Legislation, 2023, https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/
scorecards_01-24-23.pdf.

61 Katherine Tully McManus, “Unpacking the House GOP’s New Rules: A Handy Guide to the Changes,” Politico, January 9, 2023, https://
www.politico.com/news/2023/01/09/unpacking-the-house-gops-new-rules-a-handy-guide-to-the-changes-00077136.

62 Congressional Research Service, The Statutory Pay-As-You-Go Act of 2010: Summary and Legislative History, updated September 13, 2010, 
p. 2, https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R41157.

Source: CBO, Use an Alternative Measure of Infl ation to Index Social Security and Other Mandatory Programs, December 7, 2022, 
https://www.cbo.gov/budget-options/58656.

Table 5: Other Mandatory Savings

Proposal
Savings 

(10 yr, billions) Source Score Year

12. Use a More Accurate Measure of Infl ation 
for Mandatory Programs $256 CBO 2022

Total $256 billion
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through 2025. According to CBO, expanding the premium tax credits costs roughly $25 
billion per year over the next decade.63

This subsidy largely replaces private spending with government spending, increases 
aggregate spending (by reducing plan incentives to reduce costs and enrollee incentives to 
shop for less expensive plans), and benefits those who are in less need of federal support. 
They also encourage employers to stop offering health benefits, which instead passes along 
the cost of covering individuals and families onto the federal government. For these reasons, 
Congress should not extend the enhanced subsidies once they expire after 2025.

CONCLUSION

It has been 13 years since President Obama remarked that costs in Medicare and Medicaid 
were threatening the federal budget and needed to be reduced. The need to reform these 
programs is now more urgent than ever—both to improve the quality of health care services 
funded by these programs but also to reduce their spending trajectory to avoid massive 
future tax increases or benefit cuts. Reform is also crucial to ensure that the U.S. government 
has the ability to respond to future crises, such as wars, recessions, and pandemics. The 
reforms presented in this paper would collectively save more than what is needed over the 
next decade to put federal health spending on a sustainable trajectory. Policymakers 
concerned that rising deficits and debt threaten future American prosperity should seriously 
consider these proposals.

63 Phillip L. Swagel, Re: Health Insurance Policies, CBO, July 21, 2022, p. 6, https://www.cbo.gov/system/files?file=2022-07/58313-
Crapo_letter.pdf.
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APPENDIX: POLICY PROPOSAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. Eliminate Medicaid Provider Tax Safe Harbor: Eliminate safe harbor 
exceptions to the federal requirement that states collect taxes at a 
uniform rate from health care providers of the same type regardless of the 
number of Medicaid patients served. This would disallow states from 
establishing hold-harmless arrangements to offset taxes on providers 
based on Medicaid payment amounts.

2. Remove the FMAP Floor: Eliminate the 50 percent floor on the federal 
medical assistance percentage (FMAP) rate that applies to Medicaid 
services for enrollees not made eligible by the ACA, allowing FMAP rates 
to decline below 50 percent in states with relatively higher per capita 
income.

3. Implement Community Engagement Requirements: Require able-bodied, 
working-age individuals to find employment, train for work, or volunteer in 
community service activities to receive Medicaid benefits.

4. Move Federal Share of Medicaid Administrative Costs to 50 Percent: Set 
the federal government’s share for all categories of Medicaid 
administrative spending at 50 percent.

5. Restrict First-Dollar Coverage by Medigap Plans: Restrict all Medigap 
plans from paying any of the first $850 of a Medicare beneficiary’s cost-
sharing under Part A and Part B each year, and limit additional coverage at 
50 percent up to $8,500 of cost-sharing. Index these thresholds to 
average Medicare fee-for-service spending growth per enrollee.

6. Implement Site-Neutral Payments for Certain On-Campus Hospital 
Services: Pay on-campus hospital outpatient departments at the 
Physician Fee Schedule rate for services that are commonly provided in 
non-hospital settings, such as clinic visits, drug administration, and 
imaging. Rural hospitals would be exempt from this requirement.

7. Eliminate Exceptions for Off-Campus Hospital Site Neutrality: Require 
all off-campus hospital outpatient departments to be paid under the 
Physician Fee Schedule (i.e., remove Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015 
exceptions for emergency departments, cancer hospitals, and 
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grandfathered off-campus hospital outpatient departments billing under 
the Medicare Outpatient Prospective Payment System or under 
construction before November 2, 2015).

8. Establish Unified Post-Acute Care Payment System: Over five years, 
reduce annual Medicare payment updates for skilled nursing facilities, 
home health agencies, and inpatient rehabilitation facilities. On the sixth 
year, establish a budget-neutral unified post-acute care prospective 
payment system for those provider types and long-term care hospitals 
that pays for episodes of care on a risk-adjusted basis from patient 
characteristics. Payment would be updated annually with episode 
grouping and pricing based on a similar methodology to inpatient hospital 
diagnosis-related groups. Also establish a unified quality reporting 
program for all post-acute facility types and give the Secretary of Health 
and Human Services the authority to adjust payments based on quality of 
care, geography, and other factors.

9. Modify Medicare Payments to Hospitals for Uncompensated Care: 
Establish a fund for disproportionate share hospital uncompensated care 
payments that is equal to FY 2019 funding levels, funded from general 
revenues rather than the Medicare trust funds, and grown annually by the 
consumer price index (CPI) for all urban customers. These funds would be 
distributed according to a hospital’s share of charity care (i.e., financial 
assistance) and non-Medicare bad debt as reported in Medicare cost 
reports.

10. Eliminate Medicare’s Coverage of Bad Debt: Eliminate Medicare’s 
coverage of allowable bad debt from fee-for-service beneficiaries.

11. Reinstate 340B Payment Reforms: Reduce payment for drugs purchased 
by hospitals through the 340B program under the Medicare Outpatient 
Prospective Payment System from average sales price plus 6 percent to 
average sales price minus 22.5 percent. This full payment adjustment 
would be implemented in one year, and reductions in Medicare spending 
would be retained by the federal government.

12. Use a More Accurate Measure of Inflation for Mandatory Programs: 
Replace CPI with chained CPI for inflation-indexed parameters in all 
applicable mandatory federal benefit programs, including Medicare, 
Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program, and the ACA premium 
tax credits..

https://paragoninstitute.org



